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ABSTRACT

This commentary critically examines the integration of Smart Tourism technologies within the tourism and hospitality sectors, focusing on their role in enhancing tourist experiences and operational efficiencies. Through a multidisciplinary approach encompassing a literature review, case studies, and empirical data analysis, the analysis adopts a constructivist perspective to explore tourists’ subjective experiences with technology. It highlights significant personalization, efficiency, and sustainability advancements while acknowledging challenges related to digital infrastructure and privacy concerns. Advocating for a balanced and sustainable approach that respects environmental integrity and cultural heritage, the commentary concludes with recommendations for future research on the socio-economic impacts of Smart Tourism, ethical data usage, and the adaptation of technologies to diverse contexts. It calls for increased investment in digital infrastructure and stakeholder collaborative efforts to promote sustainable and inclusive tourism development.
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1. Introduction

Smart Tourism is characterized by the strategic integration of technology into the tourism and hospitality sectors, enhancing the tourist experience and operational efficiency through digital innovations. For example, using AI for personalized travel recommendations or IoT for seamless hotel check-ins showcases how technology can create more connected and tailored experiences[1,2]. These advancements lead to significant implications, such as improved resource management, enhanced customer satisfaction, and a shift towards more sustainable tourism practices. By leveraging data analytics and digital connectivity, Smart Tourism fosters a more interactive, efficient, and environmentally responsible approach to travel[3].

The advent of Smart Tourism marks a pivotal transformation in the tourism and hospitality industry, propelled by the rapid integration of advanced technologies. This evolution signifies a shift towards an era where Big Data analytics, the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI)[4,5], and mobile technologies are not just tools but fundamental components in crafting personalized, efficient, and sustainable travel experiences. These technologies facilitate a deeper connection between tourists and destinations, offering a seamless, data-driven journey that enhances satisfaction and operational agility[6].
Historically, the tourism sector has continually adapted to technological innovations, evolving from traditional engagement methods to digital platforms like online booking systems and social media marketing\textsuperscript{[7]}. However, the emergence of Smart Tourism represents a more profound shift, driven by the need to meet changing consumer expectations and the global push towards sustainability. This backdrop of technological advancement and societal change sets the stage for redefining tourism practices, emphasizing the importance of integrating digital solutions to enhance the travel experience and operational efficiency\textsuperscript{[8]}.

The integration of smart technologies within the tourism sector, while promising unparalleled advancements in operational efficiency and customer experience, encounters formidable barriers. Challenges such as inadequate digital infrastructure, concerns over data privacy, the digital divide\textsuperscript{[9]}, and the necessity for stakeholders to quickly adapt to a rapidly evolving tech landscape pose significant obstacles. Furthermore, an imperative need exists to harmonize these technological innovations with sustainable practices, ensuring that the pursuit of progress does not compromise environmental integrity or dilute cultural heritage\textsuperscript{[10]}.

These challenges necessitate a strategic approach to adopting smart technologies in tourism, advocating for a balanced integration that addresses operational and experiential enhancements and prioritizes the sustainability of tourism development. The resolution of these issues is critical for leveraging the full potential of smart tourism and facilitating a transition towards a more resilient, inclusive, and environmentally conscious tourism industry\textsuperscript{[10]}.

1.1. Objectives

The objectives of this commentary are multifaceted, focusing on the significant yet complex interplay between smart technologies and the tourism and hospitality industry. Initially, it seeks to dissect the transformative effects of such technologies on the sector, highlighting both the enhanced operational efficiencies and the enriched tourist experiences they enable. Concurrently, the analysis delves into the challenges and opportunities that emerge from the adoption of Smart Tourism, ranging from issues of data privacy and digital infrastructure to the potential for creating more personalized and engaging tourist experiences. Lastly, the commentary aims to outline actionable strategies that can facilitate the integration of smart technologies within the industry. These strategies are designed to amplify the positive aspects of tourist experiences and ensure that adopting these technologies contributes to sustainable practices and stimulates economic growth, thereby supporting a balanced advancement of the tourism and hospitality sectors\textsuperscript{[11]}.

1.2. Significance

The exploration of Smart Tourism is paramount for deciphering the role of digital innovations in surmounting the current impediments faced by the tourism industry. This inquiry aims to amplify operational efficiencies and customer satisfaction and meet the critical benchmarks of sustainability\textsuperscript{[12–14]}. Such a discourse underscores the imperative for a meticulously strategized adoption of technological advancements, highlighting Smart Tourism’s instrumental role in steering the sector towards a future that is more flexible and resilient and intensely focused on enhancing the consumer experience.

Moreover, the significance of Smart Tourism extends beyond immediate technological implementation, catalyzing industry-wide transformation. It advocates for a future where the tourism sector thrives on adaptability, resilience, and a commitment to the customer, ensuring a balance between technological progression and the sustainable development of global tourism practices. This dual focus positions Smart Tourism as a cornerstone in the journey towards a more innovative, customer-centric, and environmentally responsible tourism landscape\textsuperscript{[15]}.
2. Methodology

The methodology for this commentary on Smart Tourism employs a robust, multidisciplinary approach, weaving together a broad review of literature, detailed case studies, and empirical data analysis, all framed within a carefully considered ontological and epistemological context. This approach deliberately navigates the intricate landscape of Smart Tourism, recognizing its dual nature encompassing both technological frameworks and the subjective experiences of tourists. By adopting a constructivist lens for epistemology, the methodology seeks to unravel how perceptions and interactions with smart technologies inform and transform tourism practices. This comprehensive exploration aims to uncover the nuanced dynamics of Smart Tourism’s implementation, its consequential impacts, and prospective pathways, thereby equipping industry stakeholders with strategic insights to adeptly maneuver through the complexities of digital evolution in pursuit of sustainable sectoral growth and enriched tourist engagements.

3. Technological innovations in smart tourism

Big Data and analytics are critical for customizing and improving the tourist experience in Smart Tourism. Tourism operators may obtain deep insights into tourist tastes and habits by aggregating and analyzing massive volumes of data from multiple sources, including social media, booking platforms, and IoT devices. This information enables us to tailor services and offerings to each tourist’s individual needs and expectations. Big Data offers previously unimaginable levels of personalization, ranging from individualized vacation recommendations to focused marketing methods. This leads to higher consumer satisfaction and promotes more efficient resource allocation in the tourism business.

The Internet of Things (IoT) has had a tremendous impact on the tourism industry’s infrastructure, bringing new levels of connectivity and intelligence to physical assets. IoT is the integration of sensors and smart devices into numerous aspects of tourism infrastructure, including hotels, transit systems, and attractions. This connectivity allows for real-time data collecting and analysis, resulting in more informed decision-making and timely service delivery. For example, smart hotel rooms equipped with IoT devices can alter lighting and temperature in response to guest requests. Smart ticketing systems in transportation, on the other hand, can improve travel efficiency and cut wait times. The use of IoT thereby improves operational efficiency and raises the overall quality of the tourism experience.

Mobile technologies are a critical component of Smart Tourism, acting as the primary interface between travelers and smart tourism services. The widespread availability of smartphones and tablets has enabled the creation of a variety of mobile applications customized to the demands of travelers. These apps offer valuable features like real-time navigation, language translation, and mobile check-ins, making travel more convenient and accessible. Furthermore, mobile technologies enable seamless connection between visitors and service providers, allowing for immediate access to information and help. This level of connectedness and ease offered by mobile technologies is essential to the modern tourist experience, meeting the expectations of a tech-savvy generation of travelers.

AI and Machine Learning (ML) are transforming the tourism industry’s operational efficiency and customer service. These technologies allow mundane processes to be automated, freeing up human resources to focus on more complicated and individualized customer interactions. AI-powered chatbots and virtual assistants provide travelers with 24-hour support, including rapid responses to inquiries and aid with bookings and recommendations. Furthermore, AI and machine learning can be used to optimize operational procedures such as inventory management and peak travel times prediction. This leads to more efficient resource management and lower operational expenses. The use of AI and machine learning in smart tourism...
not only simplifies operations but also improves customer service, providing tourists with a more responsive and tailored experience\cite{28,29}.

VR and AR are revolutionizing destination marketing in the tourism sector. These technologies provide unique ways to display places and attractions, offering potential travelers immersive and interactive experiences\cite{30}. VR enables tourists to visually explore areas before visiting, providing a realistic preview of what to expect. This can be especially helpful at influencing destination selection and increasing pre-trip excitement. AR, on the other hand, augments the real world with digital information, enhancing the tourist’s on-site experience\cite{31}. For example, augmented reality can provide interactive guides and contextual information at historical places, increasing the depth and engagement of the visit. VR and AR in destination marketing attract potential tourists and provide an innovative approach to experience and connect with destinations.

Augmented Reality (AR) is critical for improving travelers’ on-site experience. AR enriches and interactively engages tourists with the site by superimposing digital information on the actual surroundings\cite{10}. This technology can deliver real-time information about landmarks, translate signage, and provide historical context to cultural locations, making exploration more instructive and interesting\cite{32,33}. AR may also gamify tourism experiences by providing interactive quests and challenges that inspire visitors to explore and discover new aspects of their area. Using augmented reality technology can create memorable experiences for tech-savvy travelers, increasing the value of smart tourism\cite{34}.

4. Economic implications of smart tourism

Smart tourism is an important engine of economic growth, both locally and globally. Smart tourism generates new revenue streams and diversifies the economy by using innovative technologies into the tourism and hospitality industries. Enhanced tourist experiences enabled by smart technology frequently result in greater visitor numbers and spending, enhancing the income of local businesses and economies\cite{6,35}. On a global basis, the spread of smart tourism practices helps to boost the overall growth of the tourist industry, which is one of the world’s greatest economic sectors. The data-driven strategy of smart tourism allows for more efficient resource allocation, which reduces operating costs and increases profitability. Furthermore, smart tourism programs promote sustainable and responsible tourism practices, which help to destinations’ long-term economic viability, ensuring that tourism remains a stable and sustainable source of revenue\cite{1}.

The introduction of smart tourism is accelerating the production of new employment and the development of new skill sets in the tourism industry. Tourism operations are becoming more digitally driven, creating a demand for workers with skills in digital technologies, data analytics, AI, and IoT management\cite{7,32}. This transition not only opens up new employment options in tech-related roles, but it also improves the skill sets of traditional tourist roles by requiring people to interface with and manage modern technology systems. Upskilling the workforce helps to professionalize and modernize the tourism industry, preparing it to meet the changing demands of the digital era. Furthermore, the expansion of smart tourism creates entrepreneurial opportunities by supporting the formation of start-ups and small firms that provide new tourism services and products\cite{9,36}.

Smart tourism also has a significant impact on traditional tourism firms, requiring adaptation and innovation to remain competitive in the digital age. Traditional tourist providers, ranging from hotels to travel agencies, are rapidly using smart technologies to improve client experiences and streamline operations\cite{10,32}. This change frequently necessitates large investments in technology and training, but the advantages include increased productivity, higher customer satisfaction, and access to new market areas. For some established businesses, this transformation implies a difficult adjustment process; yet, it also provides opportunity for
expansion and renewal. Traditional tourist enterprises can revitalize their products, attract tech-savvy travelers, and increase their worldwide competitiveness by using smart tourism practices[11,37].

Examining case studies of economic success in smart tourism might provide significant insights into possible advantages and effective implementation tactics. One famous example is Singapore, which has used smart tourism technologies to improve visitor experiences and increase tourism revenue. The city-state has developed a number of smart projects, including seamless airport experiences and interactive city guides, which have considerably increased its appeal as a tourism destination[13]. Another success story is Barcelona, which has employed smart technologies to control tourist flows and encourage sustainable tourism practices, so contributing to the city’s economic and environmental sustainability. These case studies demonstrate how strategic investment in smart tourism may result in considerable financial rewards, highlighting the potential for technology-driven tourism to alter places and contribute to economic growth[10].

5. Sociocultural and ethical aspects of smart tourism

Smart tourism substantially improves cultural exchange and understanding by connecting travelers with the varied cultures they meet. Advanced technology, like as AI-powered translation applications and virtual guides, allow travelers to overcome language hurdles and become more immersed in local customs and traditions. Interactive platforms can deliver contextually rich information about cultural landmarks and events, helping travelers better comprehend the areas they visit[15]. This technology facilitation of cultural immersion increases the trip experience while also instilling respect and understanding for diverse civilizations. Smart tourism tools serve to break down prejudices and foster worldwide interchange of ideas and values by offering access to extensive cultural insights and histories[16].

While technology is important in smart tourism, striking a balance between technological innovation and the human touch is critical for authentic tourism experiences[19,38]. Personal contacts with tour guides, local artists, and hospitality personnel provide priceless warmth and customization that technology cannot mimic. Smart tourism should therefore be developed to complement and enhance these human relationships, rather than replace them. For example, technology can handle routine questions and bookings, freeing up human resources to deliver more personalized service and cultural storytelling[12,18]. This balanced approach ensures that the essence of travel—human connection and experience—remains central to tourism, even as the world becomes more digital.

Smart tourism has a large impact on local people and cultures. It has the potential to bring beneficial change, such as economic gains and increased cultural interest, but it also raises concerns about commercialization and cultural dilution. The influx of tourists made possible by smart tourism platforms can result in higher revenue for local businesses and artisans[22], so strengthening community livelihoods. However, this development must be controlled in a sustainable manner to avoid negative consequences such as overcrowding and the degradation of local traditions. Engaging local communities in the development and implementation of smart tourism initiatives guarantees that these projects are culturally respectful while also benefiting tourists and residents. Participating in local cultures can preserve their authenticity while ethically sharing them with the world[26].

Finally, ethical considerations and the digital divide issue are critical to smart tourism. The reliance on digital technologies in smart tourism creates issues of access and equity. Not all tourists and communities have equal access to the technology that enable smart tourism, resulting in a digital gap. This divide can lead to unequal tourist development, with some areas and groups benefiting more than others[19]. Policymakers and industry leaders must address these discrepancies so that smart tourism development is inclusive and equitable. Furthermore, ethical problems such as data privacy and the possibility of spying must be carefully addressed.
Transparency in the collection, use, and protection of tourist data is critical to sustaining confidence and ethical norms in smart tourism operations\cite{29}.

6. Environmental sustainability in smart tourism

Smart tourism is critical to developing sustainable practices within the tourism industry. Smart tourism initiatives that use new technologies can assist reduce the environmental impact of travel while also contributing to the preservation of natural and cultural heritage. Digital platforms provide for the effective broadcast of knowledge about sustainable practices, encouraging tourists to make environmentally responsible decisions\cite{27}. For example, apps that recommend eco-friendly lodgings or activities help travelers connect their decisions with sustainability aims. Furthermore, smart tourism can help monitor and manage tourist flows to sensitive sites, minimizing overtourism and ensuring that tourism does not harm local ecosystems or communities. Integrating sustainability into smart tourism plans solves environmental concerns while increasing tourism destinations’ long-term profitability and appeal\cite{30}.

Smart technologies are critical for efficient resource management in tourism locations, greatly lowering the environmental impact of visitation. IoT devices, for example, may monitor and control water and energy consumption in hotels and other tourist attractions. Smart sensors can adjust lighting and heating based on occupancy, eliminating needless use\cite{33}. Similarly, data analytics can aid in trash management by forecasting patterns and optimizing collection schedules. These technologies promote environmental protection and cost savings for tourism operators, proving that sustainability can coexist with economic efficiency\cite{34}.

The adoption of smart tourism methods has a significant impact on environmental protection. GIS (Geographic Information Systems) and remote sensing technology can be used to better monitor environmental conditions and manage natural resources\cite{12}. This is especially crucial in ecologically vulnerable places where tourism must be managed carefully to prevent deterioration. Smart tourism technologies can help teach tourists the value of conservation, promoting a culture of environmental stewardship. Ballina\cite{3} suggests that including ecological issues into smart tourism development may protect natural features, which are frequently the primary draw for tourists.

Examining case studies of places that succeed at sustainable smart tourism practices provides useful insights into effective tactics and outcomes. Costa Rica, for example, is well-known for its devotion to environmental sustainability. Costa Rica has developed effective eco-tourism models that promote conservation while providing tourists with unique experiences through the use of smart technologies\cite{6}. Another example is the city of Amsterdam, which uses smart technology to control tourist flows and mitigate the environmental impact of overtourism in its downtown area. These sites show how smart tourism may effectively fit with environmental sustainability goals, serving as role models for other regions seeking to combine tourism expansion and ecological preservation.

7. Challenges and future directions

One of the most significant issues in smart tourism is managing privacy and security concerns about digital technologies. The massive amounts of data collected and processed to improve the visitor experience present considerable concerns in terms of privacy violations and data misuse\cite{10}. Ensuring the security of this data is critical, as any compromise can result in a loss of confidence and damage to tourism providers’ reputations. To mitigate these dangers, strong cybersecurity measures must be implemented, as well as strict data protection rules. Transparent communication with tourists on data use and protection can foster trust and promote ethical use of technology in tourism\cite{7,40}.
Another major problem is integrating and improving current tourism infrastructure to enable smart tourism efforts. Many tourism locations, particularly those in poor countries, may lack the necessary technology infrastructure to adopt smart tourism solutions\[1]. Upgrading these infrastructures takes significant money and skill. Furthermore, new technology must be integrated without disrupting the destination’s current cultural and environmental fabric. This necessitates careful planning and collaboration among numerous stakeholders, including local communities, to ensure that technological improvements complement rather than overpower each destination’s particular characteristics\[16].

Looking ahead, smart tourism is expected to see various novel developments driven by technological advancements. The growing application of AI and machine learning will customize the tourism experience by offering predictive recommendations based on visitor interests and behaviors. Integrating blockchain technology could transform booking and payment procedures by increasing security and transparency\[41]. Furthermore, advances in sustainable technology are projected to play an important role, with a greater emphasis on developing low-impact, eco-friendly tourism experiences. The use of virtual and augmented reality technology will continue to grow, providing ever more immersive and interactive methods for tourists to interact with locations both electronically and in person\[33].

Policymakers and key stakeholders play vital roles in determining the future of smart tourism. Effective policy frameworks are required to govern the ethical and sustainable deployment of smart tourism technology. Policymakers must ensure that regulations promote innovation while protecting tourists, local people, and the environment\[32]. Collaboration between government agencies, technology providers, tourism operators, and local communities is critical for developing comprehensive strategies that use technology to promote sustainable and inclusive tourism growth. Furthermore, ongoing dialogue and engagement with stakeholders are essential for anticipating and adapting to emerging trends, ensuring that smart tourism evolves in a way that benefits all parties involved while also contributing to the tourism sector’s overall resilience and sustainability\[24,42].

8. Conclusion and recommendations

The exploration of smart tourism reveals its transformative impact on the tourism and hospitality sector. By integrating advanced technologies such as AI, IoT, and data analytics, smart tourism has redefined the tourist experience, offering unprecedented personalization, efficiency, and engagement. This technological revolution extends beyond mere convenience, influencing economic growth, cultural exchange, environmental sustainability, and the social dynamics of tourism destinations. The shift towards smart tourism represents a significant evolution in how destinations are marketed, managed, and experienced, marking a new era that is more connected, responsive, and sustainable in the tourism industry.

While the benefits of smart tourism are manifold, it is imperative to maintain a balanced approach that harmonizes technology, sustainability, and cultural integrity. Technology should be viewed as a tool to enhance, not replace, the human elements of tourism experiences. Emphasizing sustainability ensures that tourism development does not come at the expense of environmental degradation or cultural erosion\[23,36]. Moreover, respecting and preserving cultural integrity is vital in ensuring that tourism remains a positive force for local communities. This balanced approach requires a holistic understanding of the interplay between technology, culture, and the environment, ensuring that smart tourism develops beneficially and sustainably for all stakeholders.

Recommendations

Future research in smart tourism should focus on several key areas. First, there is a need for in-depth
studies on the long-term socio-economic impacts of smart tourism on local communities. Second, research into the ethical implications of data use and privacy in smart tourism is crucial to developing frameworks that protect tourist privacy and data security. Third, exploring the integration of sustainable and green technologies in smart tourism offers a pathway to environmentally responsible tourism practices\[25,41\]. Finally, comparative studies between different regions and cultures can provide insights into how smart tourism can be adapted to various contexts, respecting local traditions and environments.

Regarding development, there is a pressing need for investment in digital infrastructure in regions lagging in technological advancements to ensure equitable benefits of smart tourism. Training and capacity building for local tourism operators and stakeholders are essential to maximize the potential of smart tourism technologies. Collaboration between academia, industry, and government bodies is necessary to foster innovation and ensure smart tourism development aligns with broader economic, social, and environmental goals. Developing standards and best practices for smart tourism can also guide destinations in implementing effective and responsible smart tourism strategies.

Last but not least, smart tourism represents a dynamic and evolving field (see Figure 1) with the potential to reshape the landscape of travel and hospitality significantly. Its ability to blend technology with cultural and environmental considerations sets a new standard for the tourism industry. As we look to the future, smart tourism development must be guided by a commitment to sustainability, ethical practices, and cultural sensitivity. By doing so, smart tourism can continue to offer innovative, enriching, and responsible travel experiences that benefit tourists, destinations, and the broader global community.
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**Figure 1.** Importance of smart tourism (source: author).
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